LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF ADULT LEARNING - Wave 4 Instrument
Back ground variables
CASENO
AUTHNO
W4DAY: Day of interview
W4MONTH: Months of interview
W4YEAR: Year of interview
Day
Month
Year
W3YEAR
W3MONTH
JB3MISS (If W3FLAG = 0, JB3MISS = 1)
JB3NOW
Calculate
JB123GOL
AGEW4 = W4DAY W4MONTH
EMPLOYED
W4YEAR - DAY MONTH YEAR
HH3NAME1 to HH3NAME9
YEAR4= W3YEAR + 1
HSDGED
II: Interviewer instructions in italics.
ESL
CM3PUSR
HH4UNDR8
HH4OVR4
HH34TNHS
HH3SIZE
ST3DSTA
JOBCODE *same as in previous years except BE
SURE THIS ANSWER SET TRANSLATES TO
SPSS AS A NUMERICAL, NOT STRING
VARIABLE.
W3FLAG (If W3FLAG = 0 (no W3 data) W3month
= W4 month and W3YEAR = W4year -2.
YEAR4 = W3Year + 1.
W4DAY: 1-31
W4MONTH 1-12
W4YEAR: 2002-2003

Date stamp and create these variables.

IF W3FLAG = 0 or if missing all HH3NAME 1 to
HH3NAME9 GOTO HH4FOLK
HH4SAME:
Last time we interviewed you, you were living with
<HH3NAM$>. Is the household still the same?
0 No
1 Yes SKIP TO <OU4TOFOR>
HH4FOLK:
How many people do you live with in your current
household not including yourself?

If HH4SAME = 1 or W3FLAG = 0

NUM
AL4ONE:
Do you live alone?
0 No
1 Yes SKIP TO <OU4TOFOR>

If HH4FOLK = 0

HH4NAM$:
So we can refer to them later, we need to get the
first name(s) of the people who you are living with
now.
FLD

* Loop through NUM of HH4FOLK.

HH4RELA$
What is \ HH4NAME$'s relationship to you?
1. spouse or domestic partner
2. mother and father
3. father only (without siblings)
4. mother only(without siblings)
5. brother(s) and/or sister(s)
6. Child for whom you are a primary caretaker
7. Child for whom you are NOT a primary
caretaker
8. Related adults (Grandparents, aunts, uncles)
9. Unrelated adults (friends, housemates or
tenants)

II: Do not read answers, code reply.
Primary caretaking relationship for
child is person financially responsible
or person who does daily care. "Child"
includes offspring under age 22.

If HH4RELA$ = 2, 3, 4 HH4 = 1 SKIP TO
HL4ASTYR
HH4ADUL$(1-N)
Is \HH4NAME$ age 22 or older?
0 No
1 Yes
HH4AGE$
How old is \HH3NAME$?

II: If less than one year old, put 1.

HL4ASTYR
Did \HH4NAME$ live with you when we
interviewed you last time?

END LOOP

Calculate HH4UNDR8
Calculate HH4UNDR8
If (HH4AGE$<8 and HH4RELA$ = 6) OR
( HH4UNDR8 =1) HH4UNDR8 = 1
Variable label HH4UNDR8 “is primary caregiver of
child or children under 8 years old”.
Value label HH4UNDR8 1 “yes” 0 “no”.
Calculate HH4OVER4
If (HH4AGE$ >4 and HH4RELA$ = 6) OR(

Calculate HH4OVER4

HH4OVER4 =1) HH4OVER4 = 1
Variable label HH4OVER4 “is primary caregiver of
child or children 5 or older”.
Value label HH4OVER4 1 “yes” 0 “no”.
PR4SCHOO:
Are any of your children in preschool?
0 no
1 Kindergarten
2 Head start
3 Day care
4 other
Calculate HH4TNHS
If HH4SAME = 0 Count (HH4RELA$ =6 and
HH4AGE$ >= 15 and <22)
If HH4SAME = 1 HH4TNHS alias HH34TNHS
Variable label HH4TNHS “number of high school
age children”
I show that you have \HH4TNHS high school age
children. I am going to ask a few questions about
each one.
DISP

If HH4UNDR8 =1

Calculate HH4TNHS

if HH4TNHS= > 1

TE4ENHS$:Did your child(ren) graduate from high
school since \:W3month of \:W3year?0 No1 Yes2
Loop thru # HH4TNHS
Still in regular high school
3 in alternative school
TE4ENGED
Did they get a high school diploma or GED?
0 No
1 High school diploma
2. GED
3. DK

IF TE4ENHS$=0
II: Don't read answers. Probe for best
code. No means dropped out.
END LOOP if TE4ENGED >0

TE4ENAB$:
Did they participate in a basic education, literacy or
GED preparation class since \W3MONTH of
I IF TE4ENHS$ =0
\W3YEAR?
END LOOP
0 No
1 Yes
DK
CALCULTE HH4SIZE:
If HH4SAME = 1 HH4SIZE =HH3SIZE
If HH4SAME = 0 HH4SIZE =HH4FOLK + 1.

*calculates household size to include
R.

HH4SPED:
How many years of education did your spouse

If HH4RELA$ = 1

(partner) complete?
01 Less then six
06 Six
07 Seventh
08 Eight
09 Ninth
•
Sophomore
•
Junior
•
Did not graduate from high school
•
Got a GED
•
Graduated from high school
•
Two-years or vocational school
•
Some college
•
College graduate
•
DK
HH4SPOCC:
What is that person's main job?
FLD

If HH4RELA$ = 1

HH4SPCOD:
Enter Spouses occupation Code from card
CAT

HH4RELA$ = 1

OU4TOR:
I: Do not count vacation time.
Have you lived out of Oregon since \W3MONTH
of \W3YEAR
0 No
1 Yes

*All.

I: Do not count vacation time.
How many months were you NOT living in Oregon
GO4NLONG:
since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
OU4TOFOR(1)
GO4NLONM ______Months OR
GO4NLONY ______weeks
GO4NWHY
Did you move out of Oregon for work or
educational reasons?
0 No
1 Work
2 Education

IF OU4TOFOR(1)

OW4NHOME:
Do you own or rent your home?
1. Own
2. rent
3. Don't pay for housing
4. Institutionalized

*All.

5. Other
TR4ANSPOR:
What is your primary mode of transportation?
I: Code 1 if R owns a motorized vehicle i.e. car,
truck, motorcycle. If not, code primary mode.
1.
Own a car
2.
Have use of a car
3.
Public transportation
4.
Other (walking, bicycle, etc)
5.
NA

*All.

MA4NYMOV:
Since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, how many times
*All.
have you moved?
NUM
HH4TURB01- HH4TURB06:
The following questions refer to yourself, your
family or anyone in your household that would
directly affect you if something happened.
I: If R lives alone, omit (or household). Prompt:
"did it disrupt their own life?" Mark all that apply.)
Tell me yes if the following has happened since
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR.
1. The person(s) most responsible for family
*All.
income was unemployed.
SCRAMBLED except 9
2. You or someone in your family (or household)
had a major health problem.
Derive HH4TURB count syntax
3. You or someone in your family (or household)
had legal problems.
4. You or someone in your family (or household)
had a divorce or other major relationship
problems.
5. Someone in your family (or household) passed
away.
6. A child came into your life.
9. Nothing like that has happened.
HL4THRT: Overall, how would you rate your
health. Let's use this scale:
1. Excellent
2. Very good
3. Good
4. Fair
5. Poor
EMPLOYE2:
Now we are going to talk about your work

If missing EMPLOYED

experience. Can you tell me if you were working in
\W3MONTH of W3YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
EM4PLOY1
Now we are going to talk about your work or how
you spend your time currently.
WK424MO:
How many months did you work during the past 24
months (2 years)?
0-104 WEEKS

*All.
II: Enter as WEEKS. DO include paid
time off for vacations or sick. PAID
time = Work time.

WE4KSNOT: calculated (104- WK424MO)
WK412MOV:
So you DID NOT work for about \WE4KSNOT
weeks?
0 WRONG go WK424MO
1 RIGHT
WK4UN01-09:
Of the weeks you were not employed, what were
you doing?
1 Looking for work
2 In school or training
3 Keeping house/caring for children
4 Caring for elderly or sick adults
5 Retired
6 Volunteering
7 Vacation
8 Ill or disabled
9 Doing something else

*Verifies accuracy of above
calculation.

If WE4KSNOT >0
SCRAMBLE
II: Read all and code all that apply
Derive WK4UNEM count syntax

EM4PLOYD:
Are you currently employed?
0. No
1. Unpaid work in a family business more than 14
hours weekly
2. Working for someone else
3. Self employed
4. Both self employed or family business &
working for someone else.

II: In a job that pays money. Prompt
for self employed: Are you working for
someone else or just for yourself?
Does not include irregular under the
table type work.

WANTWORK:
Do you want to be working?
0 No GOTO PRESTRAT
1 Yes

If EM4PLOYD = 0

If EM4PLOYD = 0 and \EMPLOYED >0

GOTO JO4BENDM
SE4LFEMP:
Is your self employment your primary source of
income?
0 No
1 Yes

If EM4PLOYD(3,4)

BU4SINES:
How many, if any, other people do you employ?
0-100

If EM4PLOYD >2

LR4NBU01-07:
How did you learn about your business?
1.
Previous work
2.
Friends or relatives
3.
Professional/business mentor
4.
Class
5.
Self study
6.
Trial and error
7.
Other

If EM4PLOYD >2
II: Learning business might mean how
to do skill or how to run a business.
Code all that apply.
Derive LR4NBUSN count syntax

WKTRANS:
How do you get to work?
1. Car (drive or ride in vehicle)
2. Public transport
3. other

If EM4PLOYD >0

WKTRTIME:
How long does it take you to get to work?
NUM

If EM4PLOYD >0
II: One way in minutes

WK4WRK:
Do you work:
If EM4PLOYD >0
1. Full time, that is 35 hours or more
II: Read all carefully, mark one best
2. Part-time, that is 1 to 34 hours.
choice.
3. Two or more part time jobs
4. A full time, and a part time job at the same time
WK4MORE:
Do you want to work more hours than you are able
to get?
0 No
1Yes
JB34NOW:
What kind of job did you have in \W3MONTH of
\W3YEAR?
JOB CODE

If EM4PLOYD >0

If \JB3MISS = 1
JB34NOW alias JB3NOW
''JB34NOW alias JB3NOW
{!If [JB3MISS#1]
!Gen,M,JB3NOW,JB34NOW }
{ [JB3NOW] Alias=JB3NOW

!If [JB3NOW^^NB]
!FLD, N
[Sameas JOBCODE] }
SA4MEJOB:
Do you have the same job now doing \: JB3NOW as
If EM4PLOYD(1-4)
you had in \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes
JO4BENDM:
When did the job you had in \W3MONTH of
\W3YEAR end?
Month_______

If SA4MEJOB = 0 or (EM4PLOYD =
0 and EMPLOYED =1 or WK424MO
=>4).

JO4BENDY:
Year_________

If SA4MEJOB = 0 or (EM4PLOYD =
0 and EMPLOYED =1 or WK424MO
=>4).

MO4REJBS:
Did you have any additional jobs since
\:W3MONTH: of \:W3YEAR:?
0 No (skip to BE4NEFIT)
1 Yes (Skip MA4NYJOB)

If SA4MEJOB =1 or EMPLOYED =1

MA4NYJOB:
How many other jobs, have you had since
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
1-9

.
If SA3MEJOB= 1 AND
MO4REJBS = 1
II: Includes current job.
If MO4REJBS = 0 and
EM4PLOYD = 1 MA4NYJOB = 1

MA4NYJBS:
How many jobs, have you had since \:JO4BENDM:
of \:JO4BENDY?
0-9

If SA4MEJOB=0 and
WK424MO > 0
*Includes current job..
MA4NYJBS Alias MA4NYJOB

If MO4REJBS = 0 and EM4PLOYD = 0 goto
BO4NUS
If EM4PLOYD = 0 and MA4NYJOB>0 GOTO
JO4BTYP1

(If not currently working, but have
worked in last year).

JB4TYPNW:
What kind of job do you have now?
FLD
If EM4PLOYD >0 and SA4MEJOB=0
II:R's own words, short answer. If working more
than one job concurrently, current job is primary job
is job with most number of hours per week.
JB4TYPCD:
JOBCODE
JO4BSTRTM:

If EM4PLOYD(1-4) and

When did \JB4TYPNW start?
Month_______

SA4MEJOB(0)

JO4BSTRTY:
Year_________

If EM4PLOYD(1-4) and
SA4MEJOB(0)

JO4BPERM:
Is this a permanent, temporary or seasonal job?
1 Permanent
2 Temporary
3 Permanent job with temporary agency
4 Seasonal
5 DK

If EM4PLOYD(1-3) and
SA4MEJOB(0)
II: A temporary job is when you know
it will end within the year by the
employer's choice

BE4NEF01-08:
Which of the following benefits, if any, do you get
at your current job?
0. DK
1. Sick leave
2. Paid vacation?
If EM4PLOYD(1-4)
3. Medical insurance? (II :includes dental if they
SCRAMBLE SET 1-7
have it)
Derive BE4NEFIT count syntax
4. Childcare?
5. Pay for education or time off to go to school?
6. Wage incentives such as bonuses, stock options,
or commissions?
7. Retirement plan? (II: Includes 401K)
8. Any Other?
9. No benefits
BE4NEPAY:
Do you have to pay for part or all of these benefits
yourself, either directly or through payroll
deductions?
0.
No
1.
Yes

If BE4NEFIT <>9
II: for example, is money taken out of
your paycheck for (benefit
mentioned)?

PA4YRATE:
What is your rate of pay?

If EM4PLOYD(1-4)

CR4WGPER:
Check what unit of time the pay rate refers to:
1.
Hour
2.
Day
3.
Week
4.
Two week
5.
Month
6.
Year

If EM4PLOYD(1-4)
II: mark appropriate increment, include
tips, etc.

CR4WKHRS:
How many hours did you work last week?

If EM4PLOYD(1-4)

If CR4WGPER>1 GOTO WK4AVHRS
OV4ERTIM:
Do you work overtime at a different rate of pay?
0. No
1. Yes

If EM4PLOYD(1-4)

OV4ERATE:
How much do you make per hour for overtime
work?

If OV4ERTIM =1

OV4RHOUR:
How many hours of overtime did you work last
week?

If OV4ERTIM=1

WK4AVHRS:
For the past 12 months, what was the average
number of hours you worked per week?
1-99

If MA4NYJOB = 1
*only worked one job.
II: Of weeks worked

CR4WKDYS:
How many days did you work last week?
1-7
9. NA
WK4DAYS:
Is this the same number of days per week you have
averaged over the past 12 months?
0 No
1Yes

If MA4NYJOB = 1
II: Of weeks worked

AV4WKDYS:
What was the average number of days a week
you've worked over the past 12 months?

If WK4DAYS (0)

CR4WKWAG (currrent weekly wage) calculate :
If WK4PER1 = 1
(PA4YRAT * CR4WKHRS) + (OV4ERATE*
OV4RHOUR).
or If WK4PER1 = 2
\ CR4WKWAG = PA4YRATE * DA4YWK1.
Or If WK4PER1 = 3
\CR4WKWAG = PA4YRATE
Or If WK4PER1 = 4
\CR4WKWAG = PA4YRATE/2.
Or If WK4PER1 = 5
\CR4WKWAG = PA4YRATE/4.
Or If WK4PER1 = 6
\CR4WKWAG = PA4YRATE/52.

Calculate CR4WKWAG

CR4VERFA:
So last week, would you say your gross pay was

approximately \CR4WKWAG?
0 No
1 Yes (SKIP TO AV4WAG12)
CR4VERFB:
I'm sorry, what was your gross weekly wage?
AV4WAG12:
Would you say this is about the same you made
every week you worked in the past 12 months?
0 No
1 Yes
WK4AVWG:
For the past 12 months, what was your average
gross weekly wage?
II: BEFORE deduction, gross pay.
0-9999.99

If CR4VERFA = 0
Make note to explain discrepancy. If
worked 2 jobs concurrently, note and
adjust weekly wage.
Gross = "before any deductions"
If MA4NYJOB = 1

If AV4WAG12(0)

WK4AVWGV:
1 Gross
2 Net
If MA4NYJOB =1 and EMPLOYED>0 GOTO
BO4NUS
If EM4PLOYD >0 and MA4NYJOB >1 GOTO
JO4BTYP$

JO4B1TYP:
What type of job was the most recent job you had?

JO4B1COD:
Code job
JO4B1WK:
How many weeks were you at that job since
\:W3MONTH: of \:W3year?
0-104
DA4Y1WKS:
How many days a week did you usually work?
1-7
HR41WKS:
And how many hours a week did you usually work?

*No more jobs to report.
If EM4PLOYD = 0 and MA4NYJOB
>0
OR ( if SA4MEJOB = 0 and
EM4PLOYD>0 and MA4NYJOB >1)
*This set asked only if not currently
employed but had worked since
previous interview.

1-168
HR41WAGE:
What was your rate of pay?
II: BEFORE deduction, gross pay.
0-999999.99
WK41PER:
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
4 Two week
5 Month
6 Year
Calculate WE4K1WAG (weekly wage for most
recent job)
WE4K1WAG =
If WK41PER = 1
(HR41WAGE * HR41WKS)
or If WK41PER = 2
\ WE4K1WAG = HR41WAGE * DA4Y1WKS.
Or If WK41PER = 3
\ WE4K1WAG = HR41WAGE
Or If WK41PER = 4
\ WE4K1WAG = HR41WAGE /2.
Or If WK41PER = 5
\ WE4K1WAG = HR41WAGE /4.
Or If WK41PER = 6
\C WE4K1WAG = HR41WAGE /52.

Calculate WE4K1WAG
“weekly wage for most recent job”

VE4RIHR1:
So your gross weekly wage was about
\:WE4K1WAG ?
0 No
1 Yes
JO4B1VER1:
I'm sorry, what was your average gross weekly
wage at that \:JO4B1TYP: job?
0-99999.99

If VE4RIHR1 =0

If MA4NYJOB =1 and EM4PLOYD= 0 GOTO
JO4BW3
JO4BTYP$:
What type of job was the one you had before that?
FLD
JO4BCOD$:

If (MA4NYJOB > 2 and EM4PLOYD
>0) Loop to enumerate each job in
MA4NYJOB.

JOB CODE
OVERLAP:
Did you have another job at the same time?
0.
No
1.
Yes
JO4BLNG$:
How many weeks were you at that job?
1-999
DA4YWK$:
How many days a week did you usually work?
1-7
HR4WKS$:
And how many hours a week did you usually work?
1-168
HR4WAGE$:
What was your rate of pay at that job?
0-999999.99
WK4PER$:
Do you get paid by the hour, day, week, or month?
1 Hour
2 Day
3 Week
4 Two week
5 Month
6 year

II: mark appropriate unit.

WE4KWG$: Calculate Weekly wage
VR4HRWG$ :
So your gross weekly wage was \WE4KWG$?
0.
No
1.
Yes

END LOOP

JO4BVER$a::
I: Note correct amount and explain difference.
I'm sorry, so what was your gross weekly wage for
that \JO4BTYP$ job?
0-99999.99

If VR4HRWG$ = 0
END LOOP

JO4BW3:
Was this the same job doing \JB3NOW you had in
\:W3MONTH of \:W3YEAR?
0 No
1 Yes

If JO4BTY$a = \JB3NOW

BO4NUS:
Did you receive a bonus during the last year?

0 No
1 Yes
BO4NUSAM:
How much was the bonus?
$____________
NC = not cash bonus, REF
WR4KOTOR:
Since \:W3MONTH of \:W3YEAR, have you
worked outside of Oregon?
0.
No GOTO UNION
1.
Yes

If BO4NUS=1

If MA4NYJOB >0

If WR4KOTOR = 1
OU4TORWK:
II: If R gives months or years,
How many weeks did you work outside of Oregon?
calculate and enter weeks. Consolidate
_____weeks
all time periods to get one cumulative
NA = no work in Oregon
figure.
OU4TORPY:
What was your average weekly gross pay during
those weeks working out of Oregon?
0-99999.99
DK

If WR4KOTOR = 1

UNION:
Are you a member of a union?
0.
No
1.
Yes
UNIONAME:
Name of union:
FLD
II: write out name if possible, not acronym
WK4OTHR:
Do you occasionally perform services for money,
such as babysitting, housecleaning, car repair, or
cutting hair, or any other type of work for money,
that isn't part of your other employment and that you
haven't already mentioned?
0.
No
1.
Yes
If WK4OTHR= 0 and WANTWORK=0
GOTO PRESTRAT
If WK4OTHR= 0 and WANTWORK=1
GOTO RE4ADADV
WK4OTHRS:
On average how many hours monthly do you

If WK4OTHR =1

perform this work?
WK4OTHWG:
On average how much money do you make each
month from this work?

If WK4OTHR =1

WK4OTHRP:
Keeping in mind that the answers you give me are
not connected to your identity in any way, do you
report this money to the government?
0.
No
1.
Yes
2.
Refused

If WK4OTHR =1

If WE4KSNOT >=100 GOTO RE4ADADV
WORK ENVIRONMENT
Now I'd like to talk about the opportunities for
learning you may have at work. These questions
refer to your current job/ your primary job/your
most recent job .
JO4BACT$a:
I am going to read a list of activities people
sometimes do on the job. Please tell me yes if you
do that activity and then refer to this hand card for
how often you do it. At your current job (or most
recent job do you ever…
a) ever read policy and safety documents
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BACTX

SCRAMBLE ITEMS A-J

JO4BX$a:
How often do you…..
1 Every Day
2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
4 Less than once a week
5 Rarely
b) read or write work orders, schedules, forms
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXb
c) read reports
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXc
d) read or write email
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXd

II: emphasize job-relatedness

e) find information on the internet
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXe

II: emphasize job-relatedness

f) read a computer screen or enter information into
the computer
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXf

II: emphasize job-relatedness

g) handle money, use cash register
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXg
h) write directions for someone else
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXh
i) use or read training materials or manuals
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXi
j) do math
0 No - go to next item
1 Yes ask JO4BXj
JL4ITX:
I: Think about adding up in minutes over the whole
day. Prompt with items that said they do above
Think of a typical day at work and the activities we
have just talked about. How much time in total do
you spend reading, writing, and doing math?
0-999 minutes
JO4BENV:
I am going to read some statements that might
describe your work day at your current or most
recent job. Please tell me if you
I: Give Agree/Disagree hand card to R and read it,
Scramble order of jb4env1-jb4env11
pointing to each item.
1.
Disagree strongly
2.
Disagree somewhat
3.
Neither agree or disagree
4.
Agree somewhat
5.
Agree Strongly
JB4ENV1:
At work I do/did pretty much the same routine every
day.
JB4ENV2:
I have/had many changes in activities during the day
JB4ENV3:

I learn/learned something new on the job most days
JB4ENV4:
Work is/was stimulating and interesting
JB4ENV5:
I enjoy/enjoyed being with most co-workers
JB4ENV6:
I talk/talked with co-workers about things not
related to work
JB4ENV7:
After work I don't/didn't have energy for other
activities
JB4ENV8:
I often feel/felt mentally challenged by what I have
to do at work
JB4ENV8:
I feel/felt comfortable with my ability to do my job
JB4ENV9:
My job is/was a stepping stone to other
opportunities
JB4ENV10:
I plan to grow in my current/future work as a career
JB4ENV11:
Other than making money, my job isn't/wasn't very
important to me.
JB4ENV12:
Someone at work encourages me to try new things.
JB4ENV13:
Someone at work believes in my abilities.
JO4BLRN:
Now we are going to talk about any training you
might have received at work after the first few
weeks of the job.
II: This does not include initial
Since (12 months ago) did you participate in any
learning the job type of training.
training or education, including courses, workshops,
formal on-the-job training or apprenticeships:
0.
No (Skip to JB4RDSKL )
1.
Yes
TR4NOPP:
I'm going to read a list of types of training, please
tell me yes or no for each.
0.
No
1.
Yes

If JO4BLRN = 1
SCRAMBLE TR4NOPPA thru
TR4NOPPE

Did this training or education include instruction
intended to:
TR4NOPPA:
Improve your English reading skills?
TR4NOPPB:
Improve your English writing skills?
TR4NOPPC:
Improve your arithmetic or math skills?
TR4NOPPD:
Improve your computer skills?
TR4NOPPE:
Help you communicate or work better with coworkers?
TR4NOPPD:
Learn skills specific to your job?
TR4NOPPE:
Learn management or supervisor skills?
TR4AINUM:
How many training / educational courses did you
participate in during the last 12 months?
II: If continuous training, mark 9
NUM 1-9

If JO4BLRN = 1

WH4OPROV:
Did your employer provide you with this
opportunity or did you arrange it for yourself?
1.
Employer
2.
Self
3.
Both
4.
other

If JO3BLRN = 1

EM4PREQ:
Did your employer require you to participate in this
training or education?
If WH4OPROV = 1or 3
0.
No
1.
Yes
2.
NA
EM4PPAY:
Did your employer pay at least part of the cost of
this training for education?
0.
No
1.
Yes

If EMPREQ = 0
II: Costs might include tuition
reimbursement, on or off site company
training, paid time while you
participated, materials.

JB4RDSKL:
Do (did) you feel your reading skills are (were)
good enough for your current (last) job?
0.
No

II: if R is ESL person, emphasize
English reading skills Probe for # 2 if
they say yes or seem unsure“ do/did
you need to read at your job at all?

1.
2.
3.

Yes
Don't use these at job
DK

RE4ADADV:
Do you think your reading skills limit your job
opportunities --for example, to get a (promotion or a
*All.
different) job you would like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
JB4WTSKL:
Do (did) you feel your writing skills are (were) good
enough for your current (last) job?
0.
No
1.
Yes
2.
Don't use these at job
3.
DK

If MA4NYJOB >0
II: if R is ESL person, emphasize
English writing skills. Probe for # 2 if
they say yes or seem unsure“ do/did
you need to write at your job at all?

WR4ITADV:
Do you think your writing skills limit your job
opportunities -for example, to get a (promotion or a
*All.
different) job you would like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
JL4MATH:
Do (did) you feel your math skills are (were) good
enough for your current (last) job?
0.
No
1.
Yes
2.
Don't use these at job
3.
DK

If MA4NYJOB >0
II: Probe for # 2 if they say yes or
seem unsure“ do/did you need to do
math at your job at all.

MA4THADV:
Do you think your math skills limit your job
opportunities --for example, to get a (promotion or a
*All.
different) job you would like to have?
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
If MA4NYJOB = 0 GOTO JO4BGOAL
EM4PLABE:
Does your employer provide employees with
opportunities to improve their reading, writing and
math skills?
0. No

II: For example, supporting them to go
to classes, arranging tutoring or other
assistance.Iincludes outside of work
hours.
If EM4PLOYD >0

1. Yes
2. DK
EM4PLRNW:
How? Can you give an example?

If EM4PLABE = 1
DATA NOT IN SPSS

JO4BSAT:
How satisfied are you with your job. Today, would
you say you are...
1. very dissatisfied
2. somewhat dissatisfied
3. somewhat satisfied
4. very satisfied

If EM4PLOYD >0

JO4BADVC:
Are there any opportunities for promotion or a raise
beyond the cost of living at your present job?
If EM4PLOYD >0
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
JOBGOAL:
If you had the opportunity, what kind of job or
career would you like to have?

IF missing JB123GOL
Alias JB123GOL

GOTO JO4GOALM
JO4BGOAL:
When we interviewed you last \W3MONTH of
\W3YEAR you said that, given the opportunity you
II: May need to reword to fit inserted
would \:JB123GOL:. Would you say you still have
text.
the same goal or different goals?
1 same SKIP TO JO4GOALM
2 different SKIP TO JB4GLWHT
JB4GLWHT:
What is your new goal?
JO4GOALM:
How important to you is achieving this? Would you
*ALL.
say:
1.
Very important
II: References new work goal or
2.
Somewhat important
objective.
3.
Not very important at this time
9. Not Applicable
JB4GLSTP:
Since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, what steps, if
any, have you taken, toward that goal?
0.
None

If JO4GOALM <3
II: This refers to the newest goal.

JO4GLOBS:
What difficulties, if any, have you faced in working
DATA NOT IN SPSS
towards your goal?
PRESTRAT:
Thank you. Now we would like to talk about your
learning experiences. Some of these questions are
about classes you may have taken and some are
about learning that you may have experienced at
home or in other activities.

*ALL.

BO4OKED:
Have you set out to learn anything by reading a
book, magazine, or manual since \W3MONTH of
\W3YEAR?
0 NO SKIP TO CH4ANGR
1 Yes

*ALL.

BO4OKEDW:
What was it that you set out to learn most recently
by reading a book, magazines or manuals?
BO4OKEDT (topic) FLD
BO4OKEDB (Type of material) FLD

If BO4OKED =1
Write in topic and whether it was a
book, magazine or manual,
Topic________type (book)_

CH4ANGR
Compared to last \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, have
you noticed any changes in your use of reading, in
your reading ability, in your reading interests, or
*All.
your confidence in reading?
0 No SKIP TO TU4TORED
1 Yes
2 DK
RE4ADBTR:
Do you think you read worse, the same or better
now compared to last \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
1. Worse
2. Same
3. Better
4. NA

If CH4ANGR >0

RE4ADMR:
Do you read less often, the same or more often now
compared to last \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
If CH4ANGR >0
1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. NA
RE4DKIND:

If CH4ANGR >0

Do you read the same or different kinds of things
now?
0.
same
1.
different
2.
DK
RE4ADY$:
Why do you think your reading has changed?
0.
because of classes I took
1.
self-study or practice
2.
more/less use at work
3.
more/less use at home
4.
other
RE4ADYO:
Specify

If CH4ANGR >0
II: Mark one best answer.

If RE4ADY=5

TU4TORED
Since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, have you set out
to learn something with a tutor or with a friend or
*All.
family member?
0 No SKIP TO CH4NGM
1 Yes
TU4TREDX:
If TU4TORED =1
Since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, how many times
II: Number of topics, not number of
have you set out to learn something with a friend or
sessions
family member?
TU4TRWT:
What was it that you set out to learn most recently
with someone?

If TU4TORED =1

CH4NGM
Compared to \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, have you
noticed any changes in your use of math, in your
math ability, in your math interests, or your
*All.
confidence in doing math?
0 NO SKIP TO VO4CED
1 Yes
2 DK/ Not sure
MA4THBTR:
Compared to last \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, do
you think you do math better, worse or about the
same?
1. Worse
2. Same
3. Better
4. NA

If CH4NGM > 0

MA4THMR:
How often do you do math now compared to last
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, less, the same or more?
1. Less
If CH4NGM > 0
2. Same
3. More
4. NA
MA4THKIN:
Would you say you do the same kinds of math or
different kinds of math now compared to last
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
0.
same
1.
different
2.
DK

If CH4NGM > 0

MA4THY$:
Why do you think your math has changed?
1.
because of classes I took
2.
self-study or practice
3.
more/less use at work
4.
more/less use at home
5.
other

If CH4NGM > 0
II: Mark one best answer..

MA4THO:
Specify

If MA4THY =5

VO4CED:
Have you taken any classes to learn job skills (such
as computer classes, mechanics or cosmetology)
since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
0 No SKIPTO CH3NGW
1 Yes

*All.
I: PROBE - we mean different courses,
not class sessions. EG: computer
classes, cosmetology.

VO4CEDX:
How many courses have you taken?
0-99

If VO4CED = 1

VO4CEDWT
What was the most recent course you took?

If VO4CED = 1

CH4NGW
Compared to \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, have you
noticed any changes in your use of writing, in your
*All.
writing ability, your writing interest, or your
II: This includes handwriting, typing,
confidence in writing?
keyboarding as well as composing
0 No Skip to RE4CED
1 Yes
2. DK/Not sure
WR4TBTR:

IF CH4NGW >0

Do you think you write better, about the same, or
worse now compared to last \W3MONTH of
\W3YEAR?
1. Worse
2. Same
3. Better
4. NA
WR4TMR:
How often do you write now compared to last
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
1. Less
2. Same
3. More
4. NA

IF CH4NGW >0

WR4TKIND:
Do you write different kinds of things or the same
kinds of things now compared to last \W3MONTH
of \W3YEAR?
Same
Different
DK

IF CH4NGW >0

WR4ITY$:
Why do you think your writing has changed?
1.
because of classes I took
2.
self-study or practice
3.
more/less use at work
4.
more/less use at home
5.
other

If CH4NGM > 0
II: Mark one best answer.

WR4ITO:
Specify
INTROGED:
Now we are going to talk about high school
completion programs.

If WR4ITY =5

**All.

HS412MO:
Were you enrolled in any regular or alternative high
school programs since we interviewed you last
If AGEW4 <22
time?
0 No
1 Yes - Regular high school
2 Yes - Alternative high school
HS4DGED:
If HSDGED = 0 OR missing
Have you received a high school diploma , GED or HSDGED
high school equivalency since \W3MONTH of
!If [HSDGED#0] OR

\W3YEAR ?
0 No
1 Yes

[HSDGED^^B]

If HS4DGED= 0 GE4DTEST
WH4NGEDM:
When did you get your (diploma) certificate?
Month

If HS4DGED = 1

WH4NGEDY:
Year

If HS4DGED = 1

GE4DCHNG: I: Give R AGREE/DISAGREE hand
card and read it to them, pointing out the items.
I am going to read a list of statements. Please use
this handcard to tell me if you Agree or Disagree
with each statement.
Getting your GED/Degree has…
GE4DCHG 1:
Changed the way you see or feel about yourself
1.
Disagree Strongly
2.
Disagree Somewhat
3.
Neither agree nor disagree
4.
Agree Somewhat
5.
Agree Strongly

If HS4DGED = 1
SCRAMBLE GE4DCHG1-8

GE4DCHG2:
Changed the way other people see or feel about you.
GE4DCHG 3:
Given you more control or direction over your life
GE4DCHG 4:
Improved your skills in a certain area or given you a
better understanding of certain subjects
GE4DCHG 5:
Helped you explore or prepare for a new job or
career
GE4DCHG 6:
Helped you get a promotion

IF WE4KSNOT <100
Ask only if employed in past 24
months

GE4DCHG7:
Helped you increase your income

IF WE4KSNOT <100
Ask only if employed in past 24
months

GE4DCHG8:
Improved your ability to help children with their
school work

HH4OVER4 =1

GE4DTEST:

If HSDGED = 0

Have you taken any of the GED tests the last time
we interviewed you?
0 NO SKIP TO PR4EGED
1 YES
1 Ye
GE4DOR:
Was that in Oregon?
0. No
1. YES
GE4DTAK:
Which ones did you take?
II: Mark all that apply.
1 Language arts
2 Math
3 Science
4 Social Studies
5 Writing
6 Not Sur
GE4DP01-05:.
Which ones did you pass?
II: Mark all that apply !FLD,,5
1 Language arts
2 Math
3 Science
4 Social Studies
5 Writing
6 DK
GE4DP01A-04A:
How did you prepare for the tests:
Didn't prepare, just took test, Self-study, Class,
Tutoring?
0.
Didn't prepare
1.
Self-study
2.
Class
3.
Tutor
4.
Other

If GE4DTEST = 1
II: Mark all that apply

PR4EGED:
Now we want to go over any adult education classes
*All.
you may have taken since last time we interviewed
you.
GE4DCRNT:
Are you currently in a class or program to improve
your reading, writing or math skills (or prepare for
the GED tests)?
0 NO SKIP TO GE4D12MO

*All.
II: If have GED, omit (or prepare
for the GED tests).

1 YES
GE4DEFCR:
What kind of class or program are you in? For
example,
1. are you taking classes at a community college?
2. Being tutored individually?
3. Going to a drop in learning center?
4. In a full time program such as STEPS or JOB
CORPS?
5. Guided home study program
6. Other

If GE4DCRNT = 1
II: Read all, mark all that apply.
This is referring to the current
class. IF they say yes to #1, ask 2
and 3 and mark only the
appropriate one. If neither 2 or 3
is correct, mark 1.

GE4DWKSC:
How many weeks have you gone to the class or
program you are currently in?

II: If less than 1week, mark 1.

GE4DHRSC:
II: Probe to be sure it is total
How many hours do you go to that class or program hours per week, not hours in a
each week?
day.
GE4D12MO:
(In addition to the current one) have you taken any
courses to prepare for a GED or improve your
reading, writing or math skills between
\W3MONTH of \year4 and now?
0 No SKIPTO GE4DNUM
1 Yes

II: during the preceeding12
months. If not currently enrolled,
omit (In addition to the current
one).

If GE4D12MO=1
GE4DMANY:
II: If not currently in a class omit
(In addition to the current one), how many different
(text). Probe to be sure different
courses did you take?
courses. New terms start a new
NUM 1-9
course.
GE4DNUM:
Calculate GE4DNUM=
GE4DCRNT+GE4DMANY. If GE4DCRNT = 0
and GE4D12MO = 0 GE4DNUM=0.
If GE4DNUM=0 goto PREGEDY4
GE4DCHEK:
So that is \GE4DNUM course(s) (including the one
you are currently in) that you have participated in
since W4MONTH of \YEAR4?
0 No - incorrect number SKIPTO GE4DMANY
•
Yes - correct number

If Ge4dnum>0
If not currently enrolled omit
(including the one you are
currently in).

If GE4DCHEK=1 and GE4DCRNT=1 GOTO
PREGEDY4
GE4DWKS:

If GE4DMANY >0

How many weeks did you go to the most recent
course or program?

Have taken more than one or
current course.

GE4DHRS:
How many hours did you go to that course or
program each week?

If GE4DNUM=1 and
GE4DCRNT=0

GE4DDEF:
What kind of course or program was the most recent
one? For example,
1.
were you taking classes at a
community college?
2.
Being tutored individually?
Read answers, mark one
3.
Going to a drop in learning center?
4.
In a full time program such as
STEPS or JOB CORPS?
5.
Home study program
6.
Other
If (GE4DNUM =2 and GE4DCRNT = 1) GOTO
PREGEDY4

START Loop for each class
attended. Number at end of
variable label indicates which
class.

GE4DWKS$:
If GE4DNUM >2 Loop thru
Since \W3MONTH of \YEAR4, how many weeks
GEDNUM$
did you go to the course or program before that one?
GE4DHRS$:
How many hours did you go to that class or
program each week?

II: Multiply days of class times
hours per day.
END LOOP

PREGEDY4:
Now we want to refer to the 12 months between
\W3month of \w3year when we last interviewed you
and \W3month of \YEAR4.
GEDW4WKS:
When we interviewed you in \W3month of \w3year,
you were attending a class or program to improve
IF GE4DCRNT = 1
your reading, writing or math skills (or prepare for
the GED tests). How many weeks total did you
attend that class?
GEDW4HRS:
How many hours did you attend that class per week IF GE4DCRNT = 1
?
GE4DY4:
Did you attend any (other) classes or programs to
improve your reading, writing or math skills or
prepare for the GED tests between \W3month of

II: Include (other) if W3 class
asked.

\w3year, when we last interviewed you and
\W3month of \YEAR4?
0 No GOTO PR4EHLPG
1 Yes
GE4DY4MY:
How many classes did you take that year between
\w3year and \W3month of \YEAR4?
GEDY4WK$: How many weeks did you go to the
(most recent) course or program?

Loop thru Ge4DY4MY#

GEDY4HRS:
How many hours did you go to the (most recent)
course or program?

End loop

GE4D24MY:
Calculate GE4D24MY = GE4DNUM+
GE3DCRNT + Ge4DY4MY.

Variable label GE4D24MY
“total classes taken from W3 to
W4, inclusive”.

PR4EHLPG:
Calculate If GE4D24MY = 0 GE4DEVR =0 If
GE4D24MY > 0 GE4DEVR =1.

Variable label GE4DEVR “ever
taken ABE class between W3
and W4”.

If (GE4DEVR= 0) GOTO STOPB4:
PR4EHELP:
The next questions are about changes you may have
noticed as a result of taking classes to improve your
reading, writing or math skills or prepare for a GED.
GE4DHELP:
To what extent did these classes help improve your
skills? Would you say a lot, some, a little, none?
1.
None
2.
A little
3.
Some
4.
A lot
CH4GDAY:
How much has taking classes in the last two years
influenced you to:
CH4GDAY1:
Make new friends or acquaintances?
1. None
2. A little
3. Some
4. A lot
CH4GDAY2:
Make lifestyle changes such as diet/exercise
CH4GDAY3:
Make other relationship changes?

SCRAMBLE THIS SET
CH4GDAY6 not asked if no
dependant child

CH4GDAY4:
Do new activities?
CH4GDAY5:
Feel more confident or feel better about yourself?
CH4GDAY6:
Change how you work with your children?
ST4OPED:
Have you stopped going to a class since
\W3MONTH of \W3YEAR?
0 NO GOTO INTROSE
1 YES
YS4TPABE:
Why did you stop attending the last program you
were in?
10 Any school reason
11 Term ended
12 transferred to another program
13 continued on own
14 Problem with teacher/tutor
15 Conflict with other students
16 Not learning enough or fast enough
17 Met goals or GOT A GED
20 Any work reason
21 Work schedule
22 Got a job
30 Any family reason
31 Family responsibilities/childcare
32 No support at home for attending school
40 Any other reason
41 Health reasons
42 Transportation problems
43 Moved
45 De-institutionalized
STOPB4:
In our first interview, you mentioned that you had
gone to a class more than one year before that
interview (before 1998). Please think back to that
experience and tell me, as best you can remember,
why you stopped attending that program.
10 Any school reason
11 Term ended
12 transferred to another program
13 continued on own
14 Problem with teacher/tutor
15 Conflict with other students

If GE4D24MY >0

If ST4OPED = 1
II: Do not read, code main
answer. For "other" categories,
If not health, transportation,
moved or institutionalized, mark
40.

Retrospective question for W1
If ST3DSTA <3
Attended B4 or 12MO.
II: Do not read, code main
answer. For "other" categories,
If not health, transportation,
moved or institutionalized, mark
40.

16 Not learning enough or fast enough
17 Met goals or GOT A GED
20 Any work reason
21 Work schedule
22 Got a job
30 Any family reason
31 Family responsibilities/childcare
32 No support at home for attending school
40 Any other reason
41 Health reasons
42 Transportation problems
43 Moved
45 De-institutionalized
INTROSE:
In the next questions, we want to know what kind of
learning you may have done on your own to
improve your reading, writing or math skills or to
prepare for a GED.
SE4LFED:
Since the last time we interviewed you have you
studied or practiced on your own with the intention
II: Include English language
to improve your reading, writing, or math skills or
skills if that comes up.
prepare for the GED?
0 No Skip to BRUSHUP
1 Yes
SE4LFWRK:
Was that practicing or studying that you did on your
own or work that a teacher assigned or both?
1 Teacher assigned
2 On Own
3 Both
BT4HMUCH:
How much of the work you did was assigned by the
teacher, would you say only a little, about half, or
If SE4LFWRK=3
most of it.
1 Only a little
2 About half
3 Most of it
HM4EWORK:
Was that...
1. Studying on your own to prepare for the GED?
2. Studying on your own to improve your reading,
writing or math skills?
3. Both GED preparation and Skill improvement?

S4LFGED:
To prepare for the GED, what topics were you
studying?
1 Language arts (English)
2 Writing
3 Math
4 Science
5 Social studies
6 Other

If HM4EWORK(1,3)
II: Read all, mark all that apply.

SELFABE:
To improve your reading, writing or math skills,
what did you practice? I have a list, tell me yes or
no for each item.
01 Vocabulary or spelling
02 Punctuation and grammar
03 Writing for business
04 Creative writing
05 Reading comprehension
06 Reading speed
07 Adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing
08 Algebra or geometry
09 Advanced math
10 Other

If HM4EWORK(2,3)
II: Read all, mark all that apply.
Derive selfabe count syntax

S4LFMATS:
What are some of the ways you have been studying
on your own? I am going to read a list, tell me yes if
you use that one.
1 Using GED workbooks
If SE4LFED(1)
2 Using books to improve vocabulary, spelling or
SCRAMBLE THIS SET
writing
II: Read all, mark all that apply.
3 Use math work books
4 Watching educational TV shows or videos
5 Using audio tapes (cassettes)
6 Using computer or CD ROMs
7 Other
S4LFMATO:
Specify other:

If S4LFMATS=7

SCHOOLBK:
Do (Did) you take school workbooks home and
work on them outside of school?
0 No
1 Yes

If GE4DMANY >0

HO4WMANY:
Since \:W3MONTH: of \:W3year have there been

II: Enter 0 for no, meaning
continuous. 1 means one discrete

different periods of time when you were more
focused on skill development than usual?
How many periods of time would you say there
were?
0-99

period.

SE4LFOFT:
Thinking about the most recent period), how much
time per week did you spend studying with the
intention of developing your reading, writing or
math skills?

II: Omit (Thinking... )if
continuous or one period. We are
looking for a description such as
number of hours or minutes per
Week.

SE4LFWK:
How many weeks did that period last?
0-999

If HO4WMANY >1

SE4LFEX:
What prompted you to study at that time the last
time or kept you from studying at other times?
TXT

*This text data will not appear in
SPSS.

BRUSHUP:
I'm going to read three descriptions. Thinking of the
past four years, please tell me which one best
describes you :
1. I've needed to brush up on my reading, writing
or math skills
2. I've needed to learn new reading writing or math
skills
3. Both brushing up and learning new skills
4. My reading writing or math skills have been fine
for my needs.
SKILNOW:
Is that still the case? (Do you consider that to be still
true today?)
0 No
1 Yes
If BRUSHUP = 1 or 2
WHICHUP:
II: Mark all that apply
Was that
1.
Reading
2.
Writing, or
3.
Math?
If BRUSHUP=4 and SKILNOW = 1 GOTO
PREPSE

APPROACH:
To improve their reading, writing or math skills
some people go to classes or programs, some people
prefer to work with a tutor, fried or helper, some
people prefer to work on their own and some people
do both. I am going to read you five descriptions.
Please tell me which best describes your efforts to
improve your reading, writing or math skills over
the past four years:
1. I've mostly gone to programs or classes
2. I've mostly worked on my own
3. I've mostly worked with a tutor, friend or helper
4. I've used a combination of approaches
5. I haven't been able to do anything, skill
improvement is not a priority for me.
FUTURE:
If, in the next few years, you decide you want to
improve your reading, writing or math skills, which
best described the approach you would take
1.
go to programs or classes
2.
work on my own
3.
work with a tutor, friend or helper
4.
use a combination of approaches
5.
Don't know
If APPROACH = 1
Tell me yes or no whether these reasons are true for
you:
SELFSCL1:
The support of a class or program helps me meet my
learning goals
SELFSCL2:
I prefer to take a class because my other
responsibilities (eg: children) are too demanding at
home.
If APPROACH = 2 or 3
SELFSCL3:
My life is too busy to go to a structured class or
program
SELFSCL4:
I went to a class and decided it wasn't for me

If APPROACH = 4
SELFSCL6:
Learning in a class gives me the reading skills to
continue learning on my own
SELFSCL7:
I study on my own before attending a class to gain
confidence
SELFSCL8:
I work steadily toward my goals by studying on my
own and attending a class when I can
SELFSCL9:
After going to a program or class I am better able to
study on my own
CHOICEO:
Is there another reason for your choice?
0 No
TXT

Not in SPSS

PREPSE:
Now we want to talk about any experience you
might have going to college.

HS4DGED alias HSDGED

Not including courses to improve your reading,
writing or math skills or any vocational education
classes you may have taken,

If VO4CED = 1 or
GE4DNUM >0
Same screen as PS4ECRNT.

PS4ECRNT:
Have you taken any college classes?
0. No skip to PS4E2YER
1. Yes

If HSDGED = 1
II: We are not talking about ABE
classes. Probe: not including
courses to improve your reading,
writing or math skills.

MATRICUL:
Are you enrolled in or have you ever been accepted
into a program for a degree or certificate?
If PS4ECRNT = 1
0. No skip to PS4E2YER
1. accepted, not started
2. currently enrolled
3. previously enrolled, not currently
PSEINTEN:
Do you intend to re-enroll in that program?
0 No
1 Yes

If MATRICUL = 3

PS4EMANY:

If MATRICUL = 2 or 3

About how many college credits have you earned
(are you enrolled in)?
NUM 1-999

II: Include current term.( Are you
enrolled in) only if currently in
first quarter.
Help w/ FT, PT attendance, qtr
vs. sem., # terms etc.

QTRSEM
1. quarter
2. semester
3. DK
DEGCREDT
How many of those are toward your degree or
certificate?

If MATRICUL = 2 or 3

If PSE INTEND = 0 SKIP to FRESHMAN
DEGREE
What certificate or degree will you have when you
finish?
II: Bachelors or Associates in major
TIMENRLL
Did /Are/Will you going to school full time or part
time?
1 Full time
2 Part time
WHENGRAY
When do you plan on completing your degree or
certificate?
____Year
DK
FINAID
Did/ Are/ Will you get financial aid?
0 No
1 yes

II: Any source other than
family

KINDAID
What kind?
1 Grants
2 Scholarships
3 Loans
4 College work study
5 Other

If FINAID = 1
II: Mark all that apply

DEVELED:
Since you enrolled, have you taken remedial or
developmental courses?
II: PCC remedial classes are numbered in 90's

0 No (skip to FRESHMAN)
1 Yes
DEVEDRD:
Was this to improve your reading skills?
0 No
1 yes
DEVEDMTH:
Was this to improve your math skills?
0 No
1 yes
DEVEDWRT:
Was this to improve your writing skills?
0 No
1 yes
DEVEDSTU:
Was this to improve your study skills?
0 No
1 yes
DEVEDESL:
Was this to improve your English language skills?
0 No
1 yes

If ESL = 1

FRESHMAN:
What kinds of problems, if any, did you encounter
that made it difficult for you to stay in college?
1 No problems
FRESHMSA:
Problems as freshman
FRESHESY
What, if anything, could you have done to make that
first year easier? I'm going to read a list, tell me yes
or no for each one.
1. Live somewhere else/with someone else
2. party/socialize less
3. seek academic help
4. seek other help
5. study more/ be a more serious student
6. work fewer hours./fewer jobs/quit job/different
job
7. money
8. other

If FRESHMAN <> 1
II: Read all Mark all that
apply
SCRAMBLE

FRESHOTH:

If FRESHESY =8

Specify other
If MATRICUL = 1 or 2 OR PSEINTEND = 1
GOTO FSADK
PS4E2YER:
I am very likely to take classes towards a 2 year
degree or training for a trade.
1.
Disagree Strongly
2.
Disagree Somewhat
3.
Neither agree nor disagree
4.
Agree Somewhat
5. Agree Strongly

II: Examples of 2 year electrician, massage therapist,
medical assistant

PS4EBA:
I am very likely to take classes towards a four year
degree.
1.
Disagree Strongly
2.
Disagree Somewhat
3.
Neither agree nor disagree
4.
Agree Somewhat
5.
Agree Strongly

*All.

PS4EGOAL:
How important is this goal of more education to
you, would you say
1.
Not important at this time
2.
Somewhat important
3.
Very important

If PS4E2YER >3 or PS4EBA
>3

PS4ESTP01-09:
What steps, if any, have you taken toward this goal?
Have you…
1. worked towards improving skills or getting a
GED
2. Talked to others who might know about college
3. Set goals for your education
4. Investigated educational requirements for career
goals
5. Found out about schools and how to apply
6. Met with counselor
7. Looked into financial aid
8. Applied to a school
9. Other
FSAPDK
Do you know about the Federal Student Aid
Program?
II: EG: Pell grants, federally guaranteed student

If PS4EGOAL >1
Scramble 1-8
II: Read all, mark all that
apply
Derive PS4ESTP01-09 count
syntax

If FINAID = 0

loans.
0 No
1 Yes
HO4ME:
Now we are going to talk more about learning at
home. People do a lot of things at home that we
don't usually think of as education, but which help
us learn and practice our skills.

*All.

PR4EHLIT:
I am going to read a list of activities that some
people do as part of their personal or household
business at home. If you do the activity please tell
often you using this chart.
HL4ITPR$a:
Do you ever _____?
0. No’Next item
1. Yes (HL4ITX)
a. Read directions or instructions for medicines,
recipes, or other products
b. read or do math for bank accounts, credit cards.
c. Use an ATM
d. read street maps
e. read entertainment schedules or TV guides
f. read the news section of the newspaper
g. Read fiction (stories, novels)
h. Read non-fiction (eg: history, religious, science,
self help)
i. Read magazines or comic books
j. Write in a diary or write stories or poems
k. Write notes, letters or email at home
l. Read manuals or reference books, including
catalogs or parts lists
m. Do math at home

*All.
*This is a repeat measure over
all waves.
SCRAMBLE ITEMS A-M

HL4TX$a:
How often do you do __________?
1 Every Day
2 A few times a week
3 Once a week
4 Less than once a week
5 Rarely

II: Show hand card

HM4LIT1:
On your days off, how much time in a day do you
usually spend at home reading, writing or doing
math?
0-999

If EM4LOYED > 0
II: Remind R of activities they
said they do at home. Record
time in minutes.

HM4LIT2:
On work days, how much time in a day do you
If EM4LOYED > 0
usually spend reading, writing or doing math in your
II: Record time in minutes.
personal life?
0-999
HM4LIT:
How much time in a day do you usually spend at
home reading, writing or doing math?
0-999

If EM4LOYED =0
II: Remind R of activities they
said they do at home. Record
time in minutes

INTROCMP:
Now we would like to talk about your use of
computers.
CM4NWUSR:
Since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR have you used a
computer?
0 No
1 Yes

If CM3PUSR = 0 or missing
If CM4NWUSR = 0, go to
CM4PSKIL

CO4MPACS:
Do you have a computer at home?
0 No
1 Yes
CO4MPHOM
Do you use that computer?
0 No
1 Yes GOTO \ INETHOME

If CO4MPACS =1

CO4MPWHY:
What is the main reason you don't have a computer
in your home?
If CO4MPACS =0
1 Don't need one
II:Do not read, code best
2 too expensive
answer.r
3 Use one elsewhere
4 No secure home
5 other
I am going to read a list of places you might use a
computer. Tell me yes if you use a computer there.
Do you use a computer at…
0 No
1 Yes
2 DK
CO4MPFR: Friend or family's house?
CO4MPSCH: School?
CO4MPWRK: Work?
CO4MPLIB: Library?
CO4MPCCR: A community center?

If CO4MPACS =0

CO4MPOTH:
Specify other place
INETHOME:
Can you connect to the internet from home?
0. No
1. Yes- modem (dial up)
2. Yes- high speed (dsl or cable)
3. Yes - DK what kind

If CO4MPACS =1
II: Probe for access type

CO4MPMCH:
How much do you use the computer now compared
to when we interviewed you two years ago?
1.
Less
2.
Same
3.
More
4.
DK
CO4MPDIF:
Why do you use a computer \CO4MPMCH?
1.
Different access now
2.
Different work demands
3.
Different school demands
4.
Different time demands
5.
Different interest
6.
other

If CO4MPMCH = 1 or 3
II: Ask open ended, probe for
best answer Mark best code.

CM4PLESS:
Have there been months since \W3MONTH of
\W3YEAR that you have used a computer more
than you do now because of different access?
0 No
1 Yes

If CO4MPMCH = 1

PRECPACT:
Now we are going to talk about some activities you
might do on the computer. I would like you to tell
If CM4PLESS= 1
me how often you do it in a typical month using this
guide.
II: typical month refers to
4 every day
when had regular use.
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 less than once a week
0 Never
CO4MPWPW: Write using a word processing
program?
If CO4MPWPW >1
CMPSKLWP: How comfortable are you doing
word processing, would you say

SCRAMBLE THIS SET
keeping sub question with
initial
excluding CO4MPNET at end

1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out.
CO4MPXLW: Use a spreadsheet program or a
financial program, such as an electronic checkbook,
money management, or a tax program?
If CO4MPXLW: >1
CMPSKLXL: How comfortable are you using a
spreadsheet, would you say
1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out
CO4MPDBW: In a typical month how often do you
use a database system to set up and access useful
information such as calendars or address books?
CO4MPDBW: >1
CMPSKLDB: How comfortable are you using a
database, would you say
1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out
CO4MTYPE: How often do you use learning
exercises such as typing?
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never
CO4MCDRM:Look up information on a CD ROM?
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never

CO4MARTW: How often do you create graphics,
designs, pictures or presentations
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never
CO4MARTW: >1
CMPSKLAT: How comfortable are you doing
graphics, would you say
1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out.
CO4MPROG: In a typical month how often do you
do programming or write computer codes?
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never
CO4MPROG >1
CMPSKLPG: How comfortable are you doing
programming, would you say
1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out.
CO4MWEB: How often do you create web page(s),
sound or video?
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never
CO4MWEB >1
CMPSKLWB: How comfortable are you creating
web pages or multimedia, would you say

1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out.
CO4MPNET: In a typical month how often do you
find information on the Internet?
4 Every day
3 A few times a week
2 Once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never
CO4MNET >1
CMPSKLNT: How comfortable are you on the
internet, would you say
1. Limited -I know how to do only a few things
2. Fairly comfortable - I can do what I usually need
to do
3. Very comfortable - what I don't know I could
figure out.
PRECMPN:
I am going to read a list of how you might use the
internet. Please tell me yes for each one that applies
to you.
0 No
1 Yes
PRECMPN01- PRECMPN11
1. Electronic mail (email)
2. Participating in chat rooms or other on-line
discussions
3. Shopping (including browsing for products or
services but not necessarily buying)
4. Banking
5. Formal education or training (part of a formal
learning activity such as a course or a program
of studies- distance learning)
6. Obtain or save music (not buying CD's)
7. Read about news and current events
8. Search for employment opportunities (job
hunting)
9. Search for health related information
10. Search for government information

If CO4MPNET >0
Scramble 1-16
II: Mark all that apply
Derive COMNET count
syntax

11. Playing games with others
12. General browsing (Surfing)
13. work related internet use
14. school work or research for school
15. researching personal interests
16. using the library
CO4MPHRS:
In a typical week, how many hours do you usually
use a computer?
-1 to 999
DK

II: -1 means less than one
hour

IN4THRS:
How many of those hours are spent on the internet? II: -1 means less than one
-1 to 999
hour
DK
CO4MPCOL:
How many of those hours are spent working with
someone else on the same computer or through
linked computers?
-1 to 999
DK

II: Not including email or chat
functions.-1 means less than
one hour.

SN4COMPR:
When you have computer related problems with
hardware or software that you can't solve yourself,
how do you solve them?
1. Get help from a friend or family member
2. Get help from a computer professional (not
employed by work or school)
3. Call the manufacturer or customer service
4. Research how to fix it yourself
5. DK

If CO4MPACS = 1
SCRAMBLE ANSWER SET
II: ask open ended, mark best
answer.

CM4PHELP:
Since \W3MONTH of \W3YEAR, have you taught
anyone else any computer skills?
0 No
1 Yes
CM4PDEVI:
Since then have you used a new computer device
that you hadn't used before, such as a new computer
program, accessory, or hardware?
0 No
1 Yes
CM4PSKIL:
Do you think your computer skills limit your job

II: Read answers

opportunities - for example, to get a promotion or a
(different) job you would like to have?
0 A computer isn't needed in the type of work I do
1 No - I have the skills I need
2 Yes
3 DK
CM4PGOAL:
How important to you is it to develop computer
skills?
1.
Not important at this time
2.
Somewhat important
3.
Very important
CM4PSK:
How would you most likely go about learning new
computer skills?
0 No
1 Yes
CM4P01- CM4P 07
1. Take a class at a public community college or
workforce development program.
2. Take a class at a private computer/business
school such as BCTI
3. Find a free class at the library or community
center
4. Ask someone you know to help you
5. Get training through work
6. Teach yourself
7. Other
8. DK

If CM4PGOAL >1
SCRAMBLE ANSWER SET
Derive CM4PSK count syntax

If more than one marked yes in CM4PSK, ask
which one is most likely.
CM4PSKX:
PRACTICE:
I'm going to read a list of things people read and
write, please tell me yes or no for each item.
In the past week, did you… (Yes/No)
If no Have you ever…(Yes/No)
0 Never
1 In past week
2 Ever
PRACT01: Print/write instructions?
PRACT02: Write things like speeches, religious
writing, reflections, stories, or poetry?
PRACT03: Ready any song lyrics, jingles, or

These questions are from
Purcell-Gates literacy
practices instrument.

directions on sheet music?
PRACT04: Read any comics, a comic book, comic
strip or cartoon in the newspaper?
PRACT05: Read a document, like a lease,
mortgage, or notice about public
assistance
PRACT06: Fill out forms, like job applications,
order forms from a catalogue, forms for
insurance, or public assistance?
PRACT07: Read any periodicals for information or
pleasure? Like the horoscope or sports
scores in a newspaper or magazine?
PRACT08: Write lists: shopping lists, things-to-do
lists, a list of questions, a list of game
directions?
PRACT09: Write on a calendar, or appointment
book?
PRACT10: Write a check, money order, or gift
certificate?
PRACT11: Write (postal) letters?
PRACT12: Write messages, notes?
PRACT13: Read any schedules or guides, like bus
schedules, TV or cable guides?
PRACT14: Read an essay composition, or “true
story,” like a church history?
PRACT15: Read any directions? Like recipes,
shopping lists, information abut how to
care for your pet, even print on
appliances?
PRACT16: Read any school communication or
information, like about special programs,
camps, or day care?
PRACT17: Read any postal letters?
PRACT18: Read any messages or notes, or text on a
greeting card?
PRACT19: Read any phone books, like an address,
or the yellow pages?
PRACT20: Read any print on envelopes? More than
just the name?
PRACT21: Read any menus?
PRACT22: Read any books stories or religious
books?
PRACT23: Write names and addresses on
envelopes?
PRACT24: Write messages on greeting cars, or
“To” or “From” cards on gifts?

PRACT25: Write names, like for labeling?
PRACT26: Read bills, a bank statement, receipt, or
paycheck stub?
PRACT27: Read any ads, like store ads, classified
ads, coupons or flyers?
PRACT28: Read print on a calendar or appointment
book?
PRACT29: Read print on tickets, like lottery tickets,
game or concert tickets?
PRACT30: Read any signs: Store signs, traffic
signs, directional signs, school signs?
PRACT31: Read any print on food containers, like
questions on a cereal box?
PRACT32: Read any labels of titles on things like
household items, toys, books, articles,
magazines, newspapers, or cars?
If HH4OVER4 = 0 SKIP TO HOUSEHOLD
PR3ECHLD:
Now I'd like to talk about activities you may do with
or for the child(ren) in your home.
ADUKTCHD:
Do you have any children under 18?
0 No
1 Yes

Ask to double check qualifier
for next question set

PARCLASS:
During the past year, have you participated in any
parenting groups or classes?
0 No
1 Yes
CMPCHILD:
During the past month, have you used a computer
with a child?
0 No
1 Yes
CMPCHLDX:
About how often?
1 Never
1. Daily
2. A few times a week
3. A few times a month
LIBCHILD:
In the past month, have you taken a child to the
library?
0 No

II: clarify that R actually went
with child, not child going
with someone else.

1 Yes
LIBCHLDX:
About how many times?
0-999
Now I am going to ask you some questions about
your child (children, etc.) who is under 8. Please
answer these questions only about that (these) child If HH4UNDR8 = 1
(children, etc), not your older child (children).
DISP
CH4LDRED:
I know that there may be different demands on your
time from week to week, and that the child(ren) in
your home may have different needs. But
considering just last week, did you have a chance to If HH4UNDR8 = 1
read to or with the child(ren) in your home?
0 No
1 Yes
2 Refused
CH3LDRDX:
How many times last week? Would you say…
1. 1or 2 times
2. 3 or more

If CH3LDRED = 1

For the following questions please reply using these
answers:
1.
Every day
II: Show handcard. Be sure to
2.
A few times a week
read answer 6 in addition.
3.
Once a week
4.
Less than once a week
5.
Never
ALPHABET:
During the past month, how often did you try to
teach your child (children, etc.) the letters of the
alphabet? Would you say every day, a few times a
week, once a week, less than once a week, never, or
does (do) your child(ren) already know the letters of
the alphabet?
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Never child(ren) already knows the letters of the
alphabet
CHLDWRD:
During the past month, how often did you point out

II: the following questions
should be about R's
experience with their child,
not the child's experience in
general with others.
*SCRAMBLE ALPHABET
to
WRITING.

words to your child (children, etc.) and ask him
(her/them) what they say? Would you say every
day, a few times a week, once a week, less than
once a week, never, or does your child already read
well?
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Never
6. Child already reads well
CHLDSONG:
During the past month, about how often did you
sing songs, recite poems or nursery rhymes, or
engage in other activities that included rhyming
words with your child (children, etc.)? Would you
say:
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Never
COUNTING
In the past month, did you practice numbers or
counting with your child(ren)?
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Never
COLORS
In the past month, did you talk or play with your
child(ren) about colors?
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Never
DRAWING
In the past month, did you practice drawing with
your child(ren)?
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week

5. Never
WRITING
In the past month, did you practice writing with
your child(ren)?
1. Every day
2. A few times a week
3. Once a week
4. Less than once a week
5. Never
If HH4OVR4 = 0 GOTO PREBOOKS
Now I'd like to ask you some questions about your
school-age child (children)

If HH4OVR4 = 1

SCHTALK:
II: If not during school year say “During a typical
month in the school year, how…”
During the past month, how often did you talk to
your school-age child (children, etc.) about things
they have studied in school?
1.
Every day
2.
A few times a week
3.
Once a week
4.
Less than once a week
5.
Never
9.
NA
CH4LDWRK:
Thinking about most weeks during the school year,
do you usually help any of the children in your
home with school work?
0 No
1 Yes
2 Home schooling
3 REF
4 NA
CH4LDWKX:
How many times in a usual school week?
1 1 or 2 times
2 3 or more times

If CH4LDWRK=1

CH4DTCHR:
Last school year 2001- 2002, did you talk with your
child's/children's teacher, volunteer at your
II: Includes parent day, school
child's/children's school or attend any school
events.
events?
0. No
1. Yes

CH4DTCHX:
About how many times in total did you do that in
the 2001-2002 school year?
0-999

If CH4DTCHR =1

FOODCLS:
During the 2001-2002 school year did you send
food, or other items to share in your child's
classroom?
0. No
1. Yes
PREBOOKS
Now I'm going to read you a series of statements.
Please tell me if each of the following statements is
true or false.
HH4BOOKS:
There are 25 or more books in your home right now.
1. True
2. False
READVAR:
There is a variety of magazines and other reading
materials in your home.
1. True
2. False
SEEREAD:
The child (children) living in your home often see
you reading.
1 True
2 False
OWNBOOK:
The child (children, etc.) living in your home have
their own books.
1 True
2 False
CHLDGOAL:
What long term goals, if any, do you have for your
child's education?
(short answer)
HOUSEHOLD
In studies like this, households are sometimes
grouped according to income. Some households
have more than one family living together. For these
questions, consider as family anyone who lives in

.

*All.
If AL4ONE = 1 and
EM4PLOYD = 0 go to
TY4PEINC

this household and who is related to you by blood,
marriage, adoption or is a partner with whom you
share expenses.
HH4NUMIN:
How many people is that?

II: Include only family
members living in R's
household.

EL4SEFT:
Including yourself, how many people in your family
are employed or work for pay or wages full-time (35
hours or more)?
0. None
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3+
EL4SEPT:
Including yourself, how many people in your family
are employed or work for pay or wages part-time (1
to 34 hours)?
0. None
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3+
TY4PEINC:
Did you or anyone in your family receive any of the
following during the past 12 months:
1. Social Security, retirement or disability
payments
2. Temporary Aid to Needy Families (cash
assistance, welfare)
3. Food or housing support (Food stamps, WIC,
II: Read and mark all that
Section 8 housing)
apply.
4. Interest or dividends from savings or investment
5. Income from other sources, such as Veteran
Administration payments, child support,
alimony or rent from tenant.
6. Unemployment compensation
7. Oregon Trail
8. Oregon Health Plan or medicaide
9. None
FA4MINCM:
As best as you can determine, what was your total
family income in the past 12 months. Please include II: Read categories
income from all sources for all family members,
such as salaries or other earnings, interest, rent from

non-family members, and support from government
programs.
Was it…
1 Less than $5,000? (SKIP IN4COMA)
2 Over $,5000 but less than $20,000? (SKIP
IN4COMB)
3 Over 20,000 but less than 30,000 (SKIP
IN4COMC)
4 Over 30,000 but less than 40,000? (SKIP
IN4COMD)
5 Over $40,000 (SKIP IN4COME)
6 DK (GOTO If LD )
7 REF (GOTO If LD )
IN4COMA:
INTERVIEWER: read "over1000 but less than
3000"
7 None
8 Less than $1000
9 1000 to 2,999
10 3000 to 4,999
IN4COMB:
7. 5,000 to 7,499
8. 7500 to 9999
9. 10,000-14999
10. 15000-19999
IN4COMC:
15. 20,000-24,999
16. 25,000-29,999
IN4COMD:
17. 30,000-34,999
18. 35,000-39,999
IN4COME:
19. 40,000 - 49,999
20. 50,000 - 59,999
21. 60,000 or over
HH4INCME:
Approximately, what was your total household
income for the last 12 months?
NUM 0 - 999999
REF (GOTO ALMOST)
DK ( GOTO ALMOST)

VE4RFYIN:
So that \ HHINCOME supported \ HH4NUMIN last
year?
0. No
1. Yes (GOTO ALMOST )
2. Ref (GOTO ALMOST )
CORRINCM:
Explain

If VE4RFYIN = 0

ALMOST:
We are going to briefly talk about the people you
spend time with and then we will be done with the
interview.

*All.

PP4LNUM:
Think about the people you have contact with at
least once a month, by visiting each other for a chat
or doing some activity together like going to a
restaurant or a movie. How many people is that?
II: Have R name specific people and then tell you
the number of people. Enter that number. Can
include family.
(IFPPLNUM=0 GOTO ENDW4
PP4LHS:
About how many of these people got a high school
diploma or
GED?
DK
PP4LCLGE
And of those \:PP4LHS how many went to college?
DK
PP4LDNSE
Again, thinking of these \:PP4LNUM people that
you socialize with, how many of them would know
others in the group if they didn't know you?
II: Read responses. Probe: Do these people know
each other from work or church or someplace else
other than through you?
1 Most of them
2 About half
3 A few
4 None

PP4LFAM
How many of these people are family?
ENDW4:
That is the end of the questionnaire part of our
meeting. Thanks for all the work you put into
answering our questions. Next we have a skills test
that may take up to 40 minutes. Would you like to
take a break now?

